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Accelerating the Path to Economic and 

Sustainable Fuels and Vehicles (Optima)



Goal: better fuels and better vehicles

sooner



ICEs

will

dominate

fleet

for

decades



higher 

efficiency, 

low 

emission 

engines 

are 

possible
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current fuels constrain
engine design
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the potential of kinetically-

controlled combustion
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spark ignition 

gasoline

kinetically-controlled

combustion

compression 

ignition diesel

Low Reactivity Fuel High Reactivity FuelRange of Fuel Properties TBD



the

OPPORTUNITY



co-optimize
fuels and engines

accelerate, coordinate, and focus



efficiency and displacement
30% per vehicle petroleum reduction via

9

source: 

EIA 2014 

reference 

case

efficiency



Affordable

9-14% 

GHG 

reduction 

beyond 

BAU
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national level

impact

4.5B barrel petroleum 

reduction

$30-50B fuel cost savings

500,000 permanent jobs

rejuvenate bio-economy

enhanced energy security

science-based policy 

guidance
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the

APPROACH
SCOPE&



property-based
selection criteria
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biofuels (biochemical

and thermochemical)

low-carbon petroleum-

derived fuels

lower GHG fuels are essential



customized molecules 

from biomass fermentation
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broader range of molecules

from biomass pyrolysis
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comprehensive screening
of pathways and molecules
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identify

market-driven  
solutions

identify and mitigate

barriers to 

wide-scale

deployment
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solutions for 

light, medium, and heavy-duty
engines
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Affordable

1. GHG reduction

2. Petroleum reduction

3. Incremental fuel cost

4. Incremental vehicle cost

5. Land/water use

6. Infrastructure compatibility

7. Backward compatibility

8. Consumer acceptance

9. Scalability

10. Global harmonization
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Optima evaluation criteria



key milestones
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the

STAKEHOLDERS
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why DOE?

“The relationships among 

fuels, engines, and 

vehicles are harmonized 

through standards, and 

any change in the system 

requires coordination 

across all relevant 

sectors, including vehicle 

manufacturers, fuel 

producers and 

distributors, government 

standards, and the 

consumer.”



the team
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cross-cutting potential
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industry:
close coordination essential to identify/mitigate 

barriers and hand-off effectively

R&D community:  
leverage work at universities and contract labs as 

appropriate

others:
technical and implementation guidance from 

government agencies
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role of others
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better fuels 

and 

better vehicles 

sooner


